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Example 10. Plan to duplicate losses
through absence of section 754 election; use
of partnership not consistent with the intent
of subchapter K. (i) A owns land with a basis
of $100 and a fair market value of $60. A
would like to sell the land to B. A and B
devise a plan a principal purpose of which
is to permit the duplication, for a substantial
period of time, of the tax benefit of A’s built-
in loss in the land. To effect this plan, A, C
(A’s brother), and W (C’s wife) form
partnership PRS, to which A contributes the
land, and C and W each contribute $30. All
partnership items are shared in proportion to
the partners’ respective contributions to PRS.
PRS invests the cash in an investment asset
(that is not a marketable security within the
meaning of section 731(c)). PRS also leases
the land to B under a three-year lease
pursuant to which B has the option to
purchase the land from PRS upon the
expiration of the lease for an amount equal
to its fair market value at that time. All lease
proceeds received are immediately
distributed to the partners. In year 3, at a
time when the values of the partnership’s
assets have not materially changed, PRS
agrees with A to liquidate A’s interest in
exchange for the investment asset held by
PRS. Under section 732(b), A’s basis in the
asset distributed equals $100, A’s basis in A’s
partnership interest immediately before the
distribution. Shortly thereafter, A sells the
investment asset to X, an unrelated party,
recognizing a $40 loss.

(ii) PRS does not make an election under
section 754. Accordingly, PRS’s basis in the
land contributed by A remains $100. At the
end of year 3, pursuant to the lease option,
PRS sells the land to B for $60 (its fair market
value). Thus, PRS recognizes a $40 loss on
the sale, which is allocated equally between
C and W. C’s and W’s bases in their
partnership interests are reduced to $10 each
pursuant to section 705. Their respective
interests are worth $30 each. Thus, upon
liquidation of PRS (or their interests therein),
each of C and W will recognize $20 of gain.
However, PRS’s continued existence defers
recognition of that gain indefinitely. Thus, if
this arrangement is respected, C and W
duplicate for their benefit A’s built-in loss in
the land prior to its contribution to PRS.

(iii) On these facts, any purported business
purpose for the transaction is insignificant in
comparison to the tax benefits that would
result if the transaction were respected for
federal tax purposes (see paragraph (c) of this
section). Accordingly, the transaction lacks a
substantial business purpose (see paragraph
(a)(1) of this section). In addition, factors (1),
(2), and (4) of paragraph (c) of this section
indicate that PRS was used with a principal
purpose to reduce substantially the partners’
tax liability in a manner inconsistent with
the intent of subchapter K. On these facts,
PRS is not bona fide (see paragraph (a)(1) of
this section), and the transaction is not
respected under applicable substance over
form principles (see paragraph (a)(2) of this
section). Further, the tax consequences to the
partners do not properly reflect the partners’
income; and Congress did not contemplate
application of section 754 to partnerships
such as PRS, which was formed for a
principal purpose of producing a double tax

benefit from a single economic loss (see
paragraph (a)(3) of this section). Thus, PRS
has been formed and availed of with a
principal purpose of reducing substantially
the present value of the partners’ aggregate
federal tax liability in a manner inconsistent
with the intent of subchapter K. Therefore (in
addition to possibly challenging the
transaction under judicial principles or other
statutory authorities, such as the substance
over form doctrine or the disguised sale rules
under section 707 (see paragraph (h) of this
section)), the Commissioner can recast the
transaction as appropriate under paragraph
(b) of this section.

Example 11. Absence of section 754
election; use of partnership consistent with
the intent of subchapter K. (i) PRS is a bona
fide partnership formed to engage in
investment activities with contributions of
cash from each partner. Several years after
joining PRS, A, a partner with a capital
account balance and basis in its partnership
interest of $100, wishes to withdraw from
PRS. The partnership agreement entitles A to
receive the balance of A’s capital account in
cash or securities owned by PRS at the time
of withdrawal, as mutually agreed to by A
and the managing general partner, P. P and
A agree to distribute to A $100 worth of non-
marketable securities (see section 731(c)) in
which PRS has an aggregate basis of $20.
Upon distribution, A’s aggregate basis in the
securities is $100 under section 732(b). PRS
does not make an election to adjust the basis
in its remaining assets under section 754.
Thus, PRS’s basis in its remaining assets is
unaffected by the distribution. In contrast, if
a section 754 election had been in effect for
the year of the distribution, under these facts
section 734(b) would have required PRS to
adjust the basis in its remaining assets
downward by the amount of the untaxed
appreciation in the distributed property, thus
reflecting that gain in PRS’s retained assets.
In selecting the assets to be distributed, A
and P had a principal purpose to take
advantage of the facts that (i) A’s basis in the
securities will be determined by reference to
A’s basis in its partnership interest under
section 732(b), and (ii) because PRS will not
make an election under section 754, the
remaining partners of PRS will likely enjoy
a federal tax timing advantage (i.e., from the
$80 of additional basis in its assets that
would have been eliminated if the section
754 election had been made) that is
inconsistent with proper reflection of income
under paragraph (a)(3) of this section.

(ii) Subchapter K is intended to permit
taxpayers to conduct joint business activity
through a flexible economic arrangement
without incurring an entity-level tax. See
paragraph (a) of this section. The decision to
organize and conduct business through PRS
is consistent with this intent. In addition, on
these facts, the requirements of paragraphs
(a)(1) and (2) of this section have been
satisfied. The validity of the tax treatment of
this transaction is therefore dependent upon
whether the transaction satisfies (or is treated
as satisfying) the proper reflection of income
standard under paragraph (a)(3) of this
section. A’s basis in the distributed securities
is properly determined under section 732(b).
The benefit to the remaining partners is a

result of PRS not having made an election
under section 754. Subchapter K is generally
intended to produce tax consequences that
achieve proper reflection of income.
However, paragraph (a)(3) of this section
provides that if the application of a provision
of subchapter K produces tax results that do
not properly reflect income, but application
of that provision to the transaction and the
ultimate tax results, taking into account all
the relevant facts and circumstances, are
clearly contemplated by that provision (and
the transaction satisfies the requirements of
paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section), then
the application of that provision to the
transaction will be treated as satisfying the
proper reflection of income standard.

(iii) In general, the adjustments that would
be made if an election under section 754
were in effect are necessary to minimize
distortions between the partners’ bases in
their partnership interests and the
partnership’s basis in its assets following, for
example, a distribution to a partner. The
electivity of section 754 is intended to
provide administrative convenience for bona
fide partnerships that are engaged in
transactions for a substantial business
purpose, by providing those partnerships the
option of not adjusting their bases in their
remaining assets following a distribution to
a partner. Congress clearly recognized that if
the section 754 election were not made, basis
distortions may result. Taking into account
all the facts and circumstances of the
transaction, the electivity of section 754 in
the context of the distribution from PRS to
A, and the ultimate tax consequences that
follow from the failure to make the election
with respect to the transaction, are clearly
contemplated by section 754. Thus, the tax
consequences of this transaction will be
treated as satisfying the proper reflection of
income standard under paragraph (a)(3) of
this section. The Commissioner therefore
cannot invoke paragraph (b) of this section to
recast the transaction.

Example 12. Basis adjustments under
section 732; use of partnership consistent
with the intent of subchapter K. (i) A, B, and
C are partners in partnership PRS, which has
for several years been engaged in substantial
bona fide business activities. For valid
business reasons, the partners agree that A’s
interest in PRS, which has a value and basis
of $100, will be liquidated with the following
assets of PRS: a nondepreciable asset with a
value of $60 and a basis to PRS of $40, and
related equipment with two years of cost
recovery remaining and a value and basis to
PRS of $40. Neither asset is described in
section 751 and the transaction is not
described in section 732(d). Under section
732 (b) and (c), A’s $100 basis in A’s
partnership interest will be allocated
between the nondepreciable asset and the
equipment received in the liquidating
distribution in proportion to PRS’s bases in
those assets, or $50 to the nondepreciable
asset and $50 to the equipment. Thus, A will
have a $10 built-in gain in the
nondepreciable asset ($60 value less $50
basis) and a $10 built-in loss in the
equipment ($50 basis less $40 value), which
it expects to recover rapidly through cost
recovery deductions. In selecting the assets to


